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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION  

A. BACKGROUND 

Kisela Voda is one of the smallest urban municipalities in the Republic of Macedonia and it is situated in 
the North-Western part in the zone of the city of Skopje, i.e. in the South-Eastern part of the Skopje’s 
valley. Its surface is 34.12km2, and due to this it is included as one of the smallest municipalities in Skopje 
and at the same time as one of the smallest in the state (according to its surface it is on the sixth place). 
According to its absolute altitude, as the biggest part of the Skopje municipality are, it is included in the 
group of the lowest in the country.  

 

 

 
Picture 1. Location of the municipality of Kisela Voda within the city of Skopje 

Source: State Statistical Office 

Municipality of Kisela Voda is one of ten constituent municipalities of the city of Skopje, the capital of 
the Republic of Macedonia.  The Municipality is situated on the south and south-east part of the Skopje 
region.  The Municipality has 57,236 inhabitants and eleven settlements (revised Census data from 
2005) 1  of which, the settlements of Cheshma and Birarija are located in the urban area of the 
Municipality, the settlements of Przhino and Crniche are located on the lower parts of the northern side 
of the mountain Vodno, while the settlements of Pripor and Usje are located on the eastern part of the 
mountain. In the central part of the Municipality the settlements of 11th October, Kisela Voda and 
Cvetan Dimov are located. The settlement of Dracevo and the settlement of Pintiya are located on the 
eastern part of the Municipality. 

Here are the settlements/neighborhoods in Kisela Voda: 

 
1 According to the 2002 data, the Municipality of Kisela Voda had 125.379 inhabitants. However, due to the new territorial 
division in 2004, when the then existing territory of the Municipality was split into two separate municipalities (Municipality of 
Kisela Voda and Municipality of Aerodrom), the data were revised.  
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• Urban settlements/neighborhoods in Kisela Voda 
o Cvetan Dimov 
o Rasadnik 
o Kisela Voda 
o 11 Oktomvri-shacks 
o 11 Oktomvri-Buildings 
o Birarija 
o Pintija 
o Pripor 
o Drachevo Urban 

• Rural settlements/neighborhoods in Kisela Voda 
o Usje 
o Drachevo Rural 
o Potstanica 
o Staklara Kamenik 
o Gorno Lisiche 

 

The mapping of population as per the UA if it is fully served with public services (local roads, sewage, ran 
water drainage, water supply), not fully served (some of local roads, sewage, ran water drainage, water 
supply are not provided as services) and unregularly housing has been prepared for the purpose of 
preparation of the ISPI table. From the mapping we can see that settlements Usje, Gorno Lisiche and 
Potstanica are most vulnerable and are with unregularly housing meaning that they are not fully served 
settlements. Ageing structure of the population of Kisela Voda is one of the worst in the City of Skopje. 

The Municipality of Kisela Voda has been participating in the financing of the MSIP2. The Agreement for 
the MSIP2 sub-loan No. 4 between the Ministry of finance and the Municipality of of Kisela Voda signed 
on 10.09.2018 was on the amount of MKD 110.000.000,00. The Municipality signed contract with 
contractor “Vardar Gradba" – Skopje for “Implementation of storm water management system on the 
streets of settlement Przhino” No. 08-479/9 on 07.03.2019 and is on the amount of MKD 47.261.862,68. 
With the project technical acceptance done on 25.02.2020, the contract with the contractor was 
completed. Also for the remaining unused sub-loan funds in the amount of MKD 36.680.988,14 
Municipality signed contract with contractor “Granit AD" – Skopje for “Implementation of storm water 
management system on 13 streets in settlement Kisela Voda and reconstruction of the street Milan 
Mijalkovic in settlement Przhino“ on the territory of Municipality Kisela Voda No. 15-2325/8 on 
12.05.2020. This project is ongoing and has 66,77% completed construction works  

As per the ISPI table as per the final draft of the UA of Kisela Voda, the local roads are less accessible for 
the settlements: 11 Oktomvri zgradi Birarija, Pintija, Pripor, Usje, Potstanica, Kamenik and Gorno lisiche. 
The population in the same settlements also with no access to ecology and sanitary services and buildings 
for services (schools, kindergartens). 

The scoring thus, as per the ISPI from the final draft of the UA of Kisela Voda is illustrated next table. 

Settlements in Kisela Voda Final scoring 
Gorno Lisiche 0 

Usje 0 

Potstanica 0 

11 Oktomvri zgradi 1 

Birarija 2 

Kamenik  2 

Pripor 3 

Pintija 4 

11 Oktomvri baraki 4 

Selo Drachevo 6 

Rasadnik 7 
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Naselba Dracevo 9 

Kisela Vida 10 

Cvetan Dimov 10 

 

The ISPI table of the Kisela Voda final draft UA presents 14 settlements. The quantitative scores per each 
settlement are ranging from 0 (poor) to 10 (good). Namely, following the ISPI table the municipality have 
scored each and every settlement for the access of services of the population from these settlements. 
The services taken into consideration by the municipality of Kisela Voda are: local roads with asphalt, 
water supply, sewage, rain water drainage, electricity, communal services, access to superstructure 
objects for the purpose of: education, health, sport and youth activities, culture and recreation and 
public administration. These scores were grouped into four main pillars: housing, roads, ecology and 
sanitary services and superstructure objects.  Then, each of the scored settlements were given proper 
ranking by pillar (ranking from 0 to 4). By summing up the assigned ranks by pillars, each settlement 
could have final quantitative scores from 0 to 16 depending on the access to and the quality of the supply 
of the proper services.   

The decision to allocate poverty social inclusion grant available funds to the settlement Potstanica is 
based on the actual situation with needed infrastructure for this settlement. The asphalt road in 
settlement Potstanica is in very poor condition with very visible damages, some of which are 
inadequately repaired. Potstanica is a rural settlement with a very small number of inhabitants, 
according to the urban audit todays population is 638 inhabitants. Its territory extends to the territory 
of the village of Dracevo. This local community is in the most remote part of the Municipality of Kisela 
Voda and a special problem for these residents is the availability of educational institutions.There are no 
public facilities in Potstanica. The citizens perform all public services and interests in the neighboring 
settlements mostly in settlement Dracevo, by public or private transportation. Particular problem for 
these residents is the accessibility of educational institutions. Primary and secondary school students 
travel in settlement Dracevo or in the center of the municipality. Patients in primary health care have to 
come to in the center of the municipality or to the neighbouring municipalities and also to do any kind 
of shopping as well as to complete any other services.  

According the sub-loan agreement No. 4 and after signing the contract with contractor as well as 
completion of Urban Audit, the Municipality of Kisela Voda obtained the right to receive a poverty social 
inclusion grant in the amount of MKD 9.903.866,00 (27% from the contract amount). The draft Urban 
Audit for the Municipality of Kisela Voda was presented on the MSIP Coordinative Committee meeting 
on 16.10.2019. The Urban Audit define three settlements as socially undeveloped and poor areas. Those 
are Usje, Podstanica, and Gorno Lisiche. Based on the available grant funds and consultations with the 
residents of Podstanica, the Municipality of Kisela Voda decided that the “Project for reconstruction of 
carriageway on street "Serdarot" to the settlement Potstanica in village Dracevo on territory of 
Municipality of Kisela Voda“ is priority for the Municipality and will be financed by poverty social 
inclusion grant. The total estimated investment cost of the project is equal to MKD 9.262.111,90 and will 
be covered by the grant (MKD 9.903.867,00). 

 

B. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

Potstanica is one of the settlements in the municipality that need development in some spheres. 
According to the Urban Audit, the settlements that are ranked from 0 to 4 are settlements with the 
lowest values or living conditions of the citizens in terms of density, housing, roads, environment 
sanitation services and settlements that are ranked from 5 to 10 are in a better position. The settlement 
Potstanica according is ranked with 0, which means that is undeveloped in all living conditions. Total area 
of the settlement is 6,6 ha from which 0,9 ha are roads. 
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Potstanica is in the most remote part of the Municipality of Kisela Voda and by the street Serdarot is 
connected to the rest of the village Dracevo and by the street Justinian Prvi to its neighboring 
settlements. In the settlement Potstanica there are no sufficient public or commercial facilities, so the 
residents to reach this type of facility located in the center of the municipality have to pass through the 
village. Students also use this street for commuting to school. 

The local road to the settlement Potstanica is currently in a very poor condition, which impedes the 
movement of passengers by car transportation during the rain and winter because of the holes full of 
water. The road, about one kilometer long, it is asphalted but with visible damage. Road surrounding is 
with vegetation on the left side, and the railway and Crn kanal on the right. Poor condition of this road 
makes difficulties for cleaning snow and soil deposits during rainstorms also.  

 

Picture 2. Pictures from the current situation of the street Seradarot in Potstanica 

 

     

 

   

       

With this grant funds the municipality plans to finance the “Project for reconstruction of carriageway on 
street "Serdarot" to the settlement Potstanica in village Dracevo on territory of Municipality of Kisela 
Voda“. Selected local street is the main road that connects this settlement with the rest of the 
municipality. The project has no negative environmental impact.  

The project assumes reconstruction of the local road along its entire length. The length of the local road 
is 0,91 km. The width of the road is now is with variable width with variable width 4 - 4,50m and with 
this reconstruction it will be with continuous width of 4,50m.  

Direct beneficiaries of this sub-project are 638 villagers living in Potstanica. 

II. TECHNICAL SOLUTION 
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The subject of this project is the reconstruction of carriageway on street "Serdsrot" to the settlement 
Potstanica in village Dracevo, that is the main road in the settlement and a connection to the village with 
the municipality by street Justinijan Prvi.   

The technical documentation is composed by the detailed designs “Project for reconstruction of 
carriageway on street "Serdarot" to the settlement Potstanica in village Dracevo on territory of 
Municipality of Kisela Voda“ from km 0+000 to km 0+913,39, with technical number 126/2020 from 
December 2020, prepared by "IN - PUMA" DOO Skopje. The submitted documentation for reconstruction 
of the local road complies with the technical requirements and have design audit, prepared by "EVGENIJA 
PLAN" DOO Kumanovo, no.03-481/20 from December 2020.  

The road on the street is asphalt with a width of about 4.00 to 4,50m with visible damage from the public 
transportation and the local agricultural mechanization. Due to the above, it is necessary to reconstruct 
the existing road with complete replacement of road construction. The new street construction is as 
following: first, a crushed stone buffer is applied as a flattening layer with thickness of 30cm, and then 
the asphalt is laid, BNXS 16 with thickness of 7cm. The width will be constant along its entire length - 
4,50m.    

The total length of the road that is subject to this appraisal is 913,39 m. Based on the current regulations 
for this category of roads the maximum allowed speed is equal to 40km/h.  

In order to protect the new asphalt, the project predicts placement of street curbs, concrete ones 
18/24cm MB40 based on foundation MB20 with ground berm with width of 0,50m on both sides of the 
street. It is planned that the curbs will be lowered and placed in supine position in order to have a smooth 
movement of vehicles. 

The horizontal solution of the route is made so that the almost along its entire length follows the existing 

condition of the street, by applying horizontal curves with radii ranging from Rmin = 15 m to Rmax = 150 m. 
Coordinates are given for all elements of the horizontal curves. 

The vertical solution of the route is made so that its full length follows the existing condition. Level slope 
values range from Jmin = 0.3% to Jmax = 5.4%. The breaks of the same are rounded with vertical curves 
with appropriate radii, and their location and size correspond to the regulations for this rank of streets. 
The transverse slope of the carriageway on the street is Jp = 2.5%.  

Because there is no storm water management system on the street drainage atmospheric water from 
the road surface will be provided with longitudinal slopes and transverse slopes and the water will be 
transferred to channel that is regulated and maintained by the municipality of Kisela Voda and the city 
of Skopje. The Crn channel is used to collect all storm water in part of the village Dracevo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A few pictures of the design  

Picture 3. Proposed technical solution (reconstruction of street “Serdarot” to the settlement Potstanica) 
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Source: Project’s technical documentation, 

 

Picture 4. Normal transverse profiles 

 
Source: Project’s technical documentation,  

The period of implementation is expected to be 7 months of which procurement process will take 2 
months while the construction works will last approximately 5 months. 
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III. SOCIAL IMPACT  

Additional analysis was conducted in order to observe the social impact of the continuation of the 
contract. It was concluded that no social risks were associated with the proposed additional works. The 
number of direct project beneficiaries will increase for 638 people, with the residents who live along the 
street. There are no unresolved property or expropriation issues regarding the above-mentioned street. 

Finally, at the 48 Plenary Session of the Council of the Municipality of Kisela Voda, held on 19.02.2021, a 
Decision of intent for use of Grant from MSIP – project was adopted (No.09-1342/4) which clearly states 
the priority of this project. The decision was supported by all the members of municipal council that 
come from different political parties which makes the project with low risk for implementation and 
community support. 

Mechanisms of communication between citizens and Municipality of Kisela Voda are established at a 
different level, but efforts are also put on their further development and improvement. In the 
municipality of Kisela Voda, beside the direct contact and the communication between the Mayor and 
municipality officials with the citizens on daily, weekly and monthly basis, is commonly used the 
communication via e-mail, the social platforms – FB, twitter and the official web-site of the municipality. 
Additionally, in each urban and rural settlement, municipality of Kisela Voda have established local 
offices, with employed local staff who serve as a local branch of the municipality’s functions.  The 
transparency and two-way communication is also present at the Sessions of the Municipality Council, 
where on each Session, the last subject is related to the Councillors questions. 

Consultation with the citizens of Potstanica have been conducted several times a year and the last one 
was on 21.05.2020, on which 25 people participated, out of which 15 were male and 10 were female. 
The citizens identified the bad condition of the street “Serdarot” as their biggest concerns which is why 
the municipality decided to reconstruct street “Serdarot”. 

The municipality is undertaking all measures to lower the risk from Covid-19 and will continue to do so 
throughout the whole implementation of the project. 

 

IV. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT  

The main project goal is to provide a better and more meaningful life for the inhabitants of settlement 
Potstanica, thus helping the local development of the municipality. The project will ensure 
reconstruction of carriageway on street "Serdarot" to the settlement Potstanica in village Dracevo on 
territory of Municipality of Kisela Voda. This street is the main street in the settlement Potstanica that 
connects the settlement with the rest of the village Dracevo. The total length for reconstruction of the 
existing street is 910 m.  

Picture 5 shows the location of the local street. Location is surrounded with agricultural land and 150 
individual residential houses. 
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Figure 5: Location of street Serdarot in Potstanica 

The project activities can be divided in three phases: preparatory, construction and operational phase. 
Environmental impact can be expected from the project activities during all phases. Main project 
activities with environmental impacts and general environmental risk assessment are present in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Project activities with environmental impacts for each phase 

Phase Environmental risk  General environmental risk 
assessment 

Preparatory phase  

- Fencing and 
marking (putting 
signs along the 
construction site, 

- Clean up the site 
from old asphalt 
and shrubs and 
transportation of 

- OH&S risk for the 

workers and local 

population 

Local and short term with major 
significance  

- Air emissions  Local and short term, certain to 
happen, minor significance   

- Increased noise level  Local and short term, certain to 
happen, minor significance   

- Waste generation Local and short term, certain to 
happen, minor significance   
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Phase Environmental risk  General environmental risk 
assessment 

waste to landfill  - Water pollution Possible, local and short term with 
major significance  

Construction phase  

- Excavation of soil,  

-  

- Putting 
bituminous 
emulsion, asphalt, 
concrete tile etc.    

- OH&S risk for the 

workers and local 

population 

Local and short term with major 
significance  

- Air quality Local and short term, certain to 
happen, minor significance   

- Increased noise level Local and short term, certain to 
happen minor significance   

- Waste generation Local and short term, certain to 
happen minor significance   

- Water pollution Possible, local and short term with 
major significance 

Operational phase 

- Putting the local 
street into 
operation and 
every day usage of 
the street  

- Waste generation Local and long term, certain to happen 
minor significance   

- Water pollution Possible, local and short term with 
major significance 

- Increased noise level Local and long term, certain to 
happen, minor significance  

- Air emission  Local and long term, certain to happen 
minor significance 

 

This section of the street is the main traffic connection for the inhabitants of Potstanica with the other 
parts of the municipality in the wider area. Therefore, the Municipality of Kisela Voda must discuss with 
the local inhabitants the traffic regime in order to prevent complaints and inconveniences, especially 
with focus for emergency cases and regime after the working hours of the Contractor, prior to starting 
the works on the road. The Contractor shall adjust the Program of works in line with his Community 
Health and Safety Plan considering the communicated needs of the local population. The Municipality 
must inform the local inhabitants with written notices 2 days before any closure of the road section (e.g. 
when asphalting will take place).   

MAIN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND SENSITIVE RECEPTORS 

Prior to starting with the activities, the Traffic Management Plan should be prepared in order to prevent 
adverse environmental impacts and to ensure regular transportation of goods and people across the 
settlement in the municipality. This Plan should include the re-routing directions and works time 
schedule. Safety access to the individual households must be provided. The Information note/Press 
about the re-routing direction of traffic and information about project activities (start, timeframe, etc.) 
need to be prepared and announced via municipality board, web site and additional information notices 
to be placed at nearby important stops. 

The Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) Plan also should be prepared by the Contractor, approved 
(before starting with activities) and implemented during all project phases in order to minimize the 
adverse health and safety impacts of the workers and the population living near the construction site. 
This plan should include mitigation measures such as providing adequate fencing, marking and putting 
signs on the construction site, mandatory usage of personal protective equipment for workers in 
accordance with the good construction practice.  
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Considering the current situation with pandemic COVID-19 infective disease in the country, in addition 
to the measures for safety and protection at work, the OH&S plan should also include measures for 
prevention of COVID-19. The Contractor is required to follow/update and implement the measures that 
are currently in force and adopted by the Government as binding at national level, as well as the 
Guideline considerations provided by the World Bank through the MSIP/PIU. Official site for information 
related to COVID-19 on national level is www.koronavirus.gov.mk . 

Increased noise and air emission are expected during all phases of the project. Operation of construction 
equipment and machinery and presence of worker on site will produce high noise level during 
preparatory and construction phase, while in the operational phase increased noise will be a result of 
traffic jam. Taking into account the surrounding of the local road under construction and the 
requirements of the national legislation on noise limits, the maximum allowed noise level of project 
location should be 45 dBA for night and 55 dBA for day and evening (area with II degree of noise 
protection), in compliance with the Rulebook on closer types of special noise sources as well as conditions 
that need to be fulfilled by facilities, equipment, installations and equipment, installations and devices 
that are used in open space in terms of noise emission and noise protection standards O.G.  
No.142/2013) during the working hours from 07 to 19. The Contractor shall submit to the Supervisor for 
approval a list of intended machinery for use, with data on relevant technical features concerning air and 
noise emissions in the environment stated within the Statement of conformity. 

Air emissions (dust, exhausted gases) are also in link with operation of construction machinery during 
excavation work and traffic jam in operational phase.   

The inert and mixed communal waste that will be generated in small quantities on the construction site 
will be collected and finally disposed on the landfill Drisla, which is 10 km away. The vegetation biomass 
shall be chopped and placed in a layer along the slopes of the road, covered with humus and soil and 
finally with grass; thus, the vegetation biomass will serve as humus in the future period. Contractor is 
responsible for proper waste management that includes preparation and implementation of the Waste 
Management Plan (identification of possible waste types and quantities, waste categorization according 
List of waste –Official Gazette of RM No.100/05, proper storage and handling and responsible authorities 
for collection of different waste types). CSE “Communal hygiene” Skopje is responsible for handling with 
generated solid municipal non-hazardous waste; for any appearance of hazardous waste the authorized 
collectors and transporters should be sub-contracted by the Contractor. The inert waste can be 
transported by the contractor and finally disposed only at a landfill Drisla. 

Table 2 presents estimated types and quantities of generated waste on site (according EIA Elaborate and 
BoQsfrom the Main Project Design). 

Table 2: The estimated values of generated waste streams (according to the EIA Elaborate) 

Type of waste Waste code  Quantity  

Excavated Soil 17 05 06 1436,2 m3 

Old asphalt 17 03 02 3522 m2 

Biodegradable waste 
from clearing the route 

20 02 01 Not defined 

 

In or near the project location there are no registered endemic, protected and endangered animal or 
plant species or protected areas and habitats that will be negatively affected by the construction 
activities. There is no cultural heritage protected structures in the close vicinity or under the construction 
area.   

Possible water pollution may occur because of improper waste management, especially because of the 
close vicinity of Crn kanal, which is used by the population as a storm water channel, and it flows into 
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the Mala Rada river which flows into the Vardar river, which may cause potential pollution. In the wider 
surrounding of the reconstruction site is located Markova River (around 700 m east from project 
location). Markova River is right tributary of the River Vardar. According to Regulation on Classification 
of waterways, lakes, reservoirs and groundwater (“Official Gazette of RM” No. 18/99) the water 
characterization of Markova River is II class (mesotrophic, with low degree of pollution which means that 
can be used for fish growing, bathing, water sports and recreation; with appropriate method of 
treatment this water can also be used for drinking; large organic load could cause increasing of primary 
production). In order to prevent adverse impact on water quality the generated waste streams from 
project activities should not be disposed near or in the river bed of this water recipient.   

Good communication between Contractor, Supervisor, municipal staff, Environmental Inspector, 
Communal Inspector, and other relevant persons from Municipality of Kisela Voda is essential for 
providing continuous performance of the project activities and successful completion of overall project.  
The regular meetings, discussion on any problems related to environmental issues, community safety or 
OH&S issues are essential. 

EIA Report for reconstruction of carriageway street "Serdarot" to the settlement Potstanica in village 
Dracevo was prepared according the national legislation by the Consulting Company “Enviro Resursi DOO 
Skopje” No. 181-12/20 from 04.12.2020 and approval letter from the Mayor of Municipality Kisela Voda 
was obtained on 09/12/2020 with Nu. 14-884/2. 

The main responsibilities of the Contractor are to follow the proposed environmental measures provided 
in the EIA Report and in the following EMPs. Supervisor should perform the monitoring of the 
implementation of the proposed environmental measures. The detailed relevant Environmental 
Mitigation Plan and Monitoring Plan for the project are given in the following Tables A and B.  
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A. ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION PLAN 

Potential impact Impact scale  Proposed mitigation measures Responsibility 

Project activity: Marking out the route for reconstruction of carriageway on street "Serdarot" to the settlement Potstanica in village Dracevo 

Possible adverse social and 
health impacts to the 
population, drivers and workers 
due to: 

• Lack of ensured safety 
measures at the start of 
construction works  

• Injury passing near by the 
construction sites   

• Not compliance with strict 
OH& S standards and work 
procedure    

• Inappropriate public access 
within the district 

Local/within the 
municipality 
Kisela Voda 

short term during 
the construction 
due to short 
length (910 m) of 

the street  

➢ Meeting with local community; Preparation, approval and implementation of Traffic Management Plan 

together with the municipal staff and local inhabitants of Potstanica prior to the startup of activities; 

➢ Provision of the information via municipal TV, radio and web site about the construction activities – start and 

finish of work for each day, duration of work and temporary traffic access; The information should be posted 

on the local community’s notice boards, local market, etc.; 

➢ Setting up a Dropbox for complaints and praise in a publicly accessible place in the municipal administrative 

building of Municipality Kisela Voda and introducing a mechanism for feedback and response. 

➢ Preparation, approval and implementation of the Occupational Health & Safety Plan for the workers including 

chapter for COVID-19 prevention measures and a section on Community Health & Safety;  

➢ Application of good construction practice for marking out the construction site including: 

➢ Ensure the appropriate marking out the construction site  
➢ Marking out the construction material near the street  
➢ Warning tapes and sign age need to be provided  
➢ Forbidden of entrance of unemployed persons within the warning tapes 
➢ Community and Worker’s OH&S measures should be applied (first aid, protective clothes for the workers, 

appropriate machines and tools) 
➢ The street and surrounding area near the houses should be kept clean  
➢ Machines should be handled only by experienced and trained personnel, thus reducing the risk of accidents  
➢ Constant presence of firefighting devices should be ensured in case of fire or other damage; 
➢ Flammable liquids may be placed and kept exclusively in vessels constructed for that purpose; 
➢ Larger quantities of flammable liquids should not be kept on the site along the construct street; 
➢ All workers must be familiar with the fire hazards and fire protection measures and must be trained to handle 

fire extinguishers, hydrants and other devices used for extinguishing fires; 
➢ Devices, equipment and fire extinguishers should be always functional, so in case of need they could be used 

rapidly and efficiently; 
➢ The portable toilet should be placed on the construction site 

• Contractor  

• Supervisor 

• Municipality staff 
(Construction 
Inspector/Environment
al Inspector/Traffic 
Engineer) 

 

Project activity: Rreconstruction of carriageway on street "Serdarot" to the settlement Potstanica in village Dracevo 
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Potential impact Impact scale  Proposed mitigation measures Responsibility 

Possible impacts on landscape 
and visual aspects 

Local/within the 
settlement 
Potstanica 

short term /minor 

 

• Minimization of the construction area as much as possible (carefully planning and design of the project activity 
according the Traffic Management Plan for a certain period of time) 

• In case tree vegetation needs to be extracted, a Vegetation Restoration Plan shall be done for the locations 
where these trees shall be planted (appropriate selection of the sites / soil landfill, number and types of trees, 
period for planting and watering in the first 3 months). Species of trees must be selected based on the species 
that are part of the natural ecosystem nearby, thus ensuring complete remediation of the natural habitat. 
Planting ratio is 1:3 for excavated: planted tree.  

• Fully cleanup of the construction site immediately after accomplishment of construction activities section by 
section 

• Collection of the generated waste on daily basis, selection of waste, transportation and final disposal on 
appropriate places (according the type of waste – more details under Waste management issue) 

• Contractor  

• Supervisor 

• Municipality staff 
(Environmental 
Inspector/Traffic 
Engineer) 

 

Possible emissions by 
transportation vehicles and 
impact on air quality due to: 

- gases emissions of dust-
suspended particulates  

- traffic congestion will be 
caused as well causing 
changes in existing traffic 
circulation  

Local/within the 
settlement 
Potstanica 

short term /minor 

 

• Construction site, transportation routes and materials handling sites should be water-sprayed on dry and windy 
days; 

• Construction materials should be stored in appropriate places covered to minimize dust; 

• Vehicle loads likely to emit dust need to be covered  

• Usage of protective masks for the workers if the dust seems to be appeared 

• Restriction of the vehicle speed within the construction location 

• Contractor 

• Supervisor  

• Municipality staff 
(Environmental 
Inspector) 

 

 

 

 

Possible noise disturbance as a 
result of outdoor equipment 
usage and transportation 
vehicles driving around the site  

Local/within the 
settlement 
Potstanica 

short term /minor 

 

• The level of noise should not exceed more than 55 dB during the day and evening and below 45 dB during the 
night (area with II-degree noise protection)  

• The construction work should be not permitted during the nights, the operations on site shall be restricted to 
the hours 7.00 -19.00  

• The Contractor should use outdoor equipment / construction machinery and equipment, that possess 
Statement of Conformity for generation of noise lower than 102 dB (A); 

• Contractor  

• Supervisor  

• Municipality staff 
(Environmental 
Inspector) 

Possible adverse environmental 
impact and health effects could 
be occurred as a result of 
generation of the different 
waste streams  

 

Local within the 
settlement 
Potstanica 

 short term 
/minor  

• Identification of the different waste types at the construction site (soil, sand, road surfacing, bottles, food, etc. 

• Classification of waste according the national List of Waste (Official Gazette no.100/05)  

• The main waste would be classified under the Waste Chapter 17 “Construction and demolition wastes with the 
waste code 17 05 06 –Excavated soil and 17 03 02 - Old asphalt 

• Small amount of solid municipal waste could be found (food, beverages), as well as packaging waste (paper, 
bottles, glass, etc. 

• Contractor  

• Supervisor 

• Municipality staff 
(Communal Inspector/ 

Environmental Inspector) 
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Potential impact Impact scale  Proposed mitigation measures Responsibility 

The inappropriate    waste 
management and not in time 
collection and transportation of 
waste streams 

• Collection, transportation and final disposal of the communal waste by CSE “Communal hygiene” from Skopje; 
Contractor may directly transport the inert waste at a designated location Drisla; 

• Possible hazardous waste (motor oils, vehicle fuels, rags and textile contaminated with oil) should be collected 
separately and authorized collector and transporter should be sub-contracted to transport and finally dispose 
the hazardous waste; 

• The materials should be covered during the transportation to avoid waste dispersion; 

• Burning of construction waste should be prohibited. 

• Keeping records of temporary and final disposal of waste should be done on regular basis (type, quantity and 
waste management – temporary and final disposal, contracts with authorized collectors of waste, etc.); 

• It is prohibited the temporary or final disposal of waste streams near the roads, river banks, channels, etc. 

• CSE “Communal 
hygiene” from Skopje; 

 

 

• No environmental impacts are expected during the Operational phase 

 

B. MONITORING PLAN 
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What 

parameter is to be 
monitored?  

Where  

is the parameter 
to be monitored? 

How 

is the parameter 
to be monitored? 

When  

is the parameter to be 
monitored (frequency of 
measurement)? 

Why  

is the parameter to be monitored? 

Cost Responsibility 

Constructi
on 

Operatio
ns  

Construction of the Local 
road for the settlement  
Potstanica 

 

Operations 
of the street 

Project stage: Start up of the construction work (marking out the construction site)  

Traffic 
Management Plan 
prepared 

On the 
construction site 

Visual check and 
reporting to the 
Municipality staff 

At the beginning of the 
project activities (before 
the works start) 

To ensure safety and easy re-route 
of the traffic across around 
roads/streets 

  Contractor Supervisor 

Construction inspector 
at the Municipality of 
Kisela Voda 

 

Information 
prepared and 
announced about 
the traffic 
redirection 

At the 
municipality 
public relation 
office 

Information/ 

Press release 
prepared and 
announced 

At the beginning of the 
project activities (before 
the works start) 

To inform the citizens of 
Municipality of Kisela Voda about 
planned construction works 

  Municipality staff/ 
Construction inspector 
at the Municipality of 
Kisela Voda 

 

Safety traffic flow 
through the 
municipality Kisela 
Voda and 
particular within  
the settlement 
Potstanica 

 

At the spot Visual monitoring During the project 
implementation 

To ensure the coordinated traffic 
flow within Municipality of Kisela 
Voda  and the surroundings 

  Municipality staff/ 
Communal inspector at 
the Municipality of 
Kisela Voda 

 

The safety 
protection 
measures applied 
for the residents 
of municipality 
Kisela Voda 

On the 
construction site 

  

Visual checks  At the beginning of the 
construction work (first 
day) 

Every working day during 
the project activities  

To prevent community health and 
safety risks – mechanical injuries due 
to the very urban area   

  Contractor /Supervisor 

Construction inspector 
at the Municipality of 
Kisela Voda 

 

The occupational 
health and safety 
measures applied 
for the workers 

On the 
construction site 

Visual check Before start of the project 
activities and each of 
working day 

To avoid occupational and safety 
risks (injuries) 

  Contractor Supervisor  
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Preventive 
measures for 
COVID-19 are 
implemented by 
the workers/local 
population 

 Construction Inspector 
at the Municipality of 
Kisela Voda 

Project stage: Reconstruction of carriageway on street "Serdarot" to the settlement Potstanica 

Separated 
hazardous and 
non-hazardous 
waste  

On the 
construction site  

Visual monitoring  
and reporting  

During the project 
activities 

To avoid disposal of hazardous 
waste on landfill Drisla 

  Contractor Supervisor 

Municipal staff 
(Communal inspector 
and Environmental 
Inspector) 

 

Fulfilled Annual 
Report for  
transportation 
and disposal of 
waste  

Local self-
government 
administration 

Review of 
documentation – 
Identification 
waste List 

After the accomplishment 
the task of collection, 
transportation of waste 
on daily/monthly basis 

To improve the waste management 
on local and national level 

To be in compliance with national 
legal requirements 

  Mayor /Director of the 
CSE “Communal 
hygiene” from Skopje; 

 

 

Exposure the 
citizens to noise 
disturbance from 
vehicle machine  
and electric tools 

On the site Review the noise 
level technical 
specifications of 
the used vehicle 
mechanization 
and equipment  
for their use 
outside 

Before the beginning of 
the work (first day) 

To protect the workers against 
exposure to loud noise taking into 
account the technical specifications 
of the equipment and time duration 
of the work outside 

  Contractor  

Supervisor 

Environmental 
inspector/ 

Municipality of Kisela 
Voda 

 

Nature / land 
remediation 

On/around the 
construction site 

Contractor’s 
documentation   

Review of 
documentation – 
excavated biomass 
treatment; supply 
and planting of 
new vegetation,  

 

Visual checks of 
the planted 
vegetation 

During the works and at 
the end  

To minimize/prevent land 
degradation and to ensure proper 
remediation process of the natural 
habitat  

  Contractor  

Supervisor 

Environmental 
inspector/ 

Municipality of  Kisela 
Voda 
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Visual checks of 
the disposed 
excavated biomass 

Disposal of the 
waste streams 
(solid and liquid) 
near the Crn 
Channel as 
potential pollution 
of good ecological 
status of water 
course 

Near the project 
areas  

Visual check if 
waste is disposed 
near the Crn 
channel 

During the construction 
period (once per week) 

To ensure good status of water 
quality  

  Contractor  

Supervisor 

Environmental 
inspector/ 

Municipality of Kisela 
Voda 

 

Noise level On the site 

 

Monitoring of the 
noise levels  

dB (А) with 
appropriate 
monitoring 
devices 

On regularly basis  
during the work, through 
site visits, in accordance 
with the national 
legislation, in case of 
public complaints 

 

To monitor if the noise level is 
above/or below  the acceptance 
noise level for that type of area  - II 
exposure area for noise protection 
as residential district (55 dB (A) 
during the day time) 

  Contractor  Company 
authorized to performed 
noise levels 
measurements sub-
contracted by the 
Contractor – Bidder 
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V. FINANCIAL DATA 

The Municipality of Kisela Voda has been participating in the Second MSIP since 2018. The Sub-loan 
agreement No. 4 between the Ministry of finance and the Municipality of Kisela Voda was signed on 
10.09.2018 followed with an annex to the sub-loan agreement for utilization of all sub-loan funds 
signed on 13.03.2020. The annex to the sub-loan agreement refer to realization of additional project 
for “Implementation of storm water management system on 13 streets in settlement Kisela Voda and 
reconstruction of the street Milan Mijalkovic in settlement Przhino“. Based on this annex the 
Municipality signed a contract with the contractor “Granit AD" – Skopje No. 15-2325/8 on 12.05.2020 
in the amount of MKD 36.680.988,14. This project is 66,77 % realized.  

Following the Second MSIP procedure for implementation of the Social inclusion grant component, 
the Municipality of Kisela Vada is eligible to receive a second grant in the amount of MKD 9.903.867 
(27% from the contact value). Based on the urban audit results the Municipality decide to use this 
grant funds for implementation of the project for “Reconstruction of carriageway on street "Serdarot" 
to the settlement Potstanica in village Dracevo”. 

The total estimated investment cost of the project Reconstruction of carriageway on street "Serdarot" 
to the settlement Potstanica in village Dracevo is MKD 9.502.520,38 (Euro 154.512,52) including VAT, 
where MKD 401.345,62 are estimated as contingency to reach the total available grant in the amount 
of MKD 9.903.866,00  

The Municipality Council adopted Decision no.09-1342/4 dated 19.02.2021, establishes that 
realization of a “Project for Reconstruction of carriageway on street "Serdarot" to the settlement 
Potstanica on territory of Municipality of Kisela Voda“ is priority for the Municipality and it will 
financed by a MSIP2 poverty social inclusion grant. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3 Project value and financing structure  
 

The basic project design presents division of these costs into the following categories: preparatory 
works, lower layer, upper layer. 

Type of works Net value VAT Total with VAT (MKD) Total with VAT 
(Euro) 

Preparatory 
work 

504.780,00 90.860,40 595.640,40 9.685,21 

Lower layer 1.045.087,80 188.115,80 1.233.203,60 20.052,09 

Upper layer 6.503.115,58 1.170.560.80 7.673.676,38 124.775,22 

Total: 8.052.983,38 1.449.537,00 9.502.520,38 154.512,52 

Table 4: Distribution of investment costs 

Reconstruction of carriageway on 
street "Serdarot" to the settlement 

Potstanica 
Value (MKD) 

Value (Euro) 

Project value 9.502.520,38 154.512,52 

Contingency 401.345,62 6.525,95 

Total financed with MSIP grant 9.903.866,00 161.038,47 
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It is assumed that sub-projects implementation period will take around 7 months of which 
procurement process will take 2 months while the construction works will last approximately 5 
months, which means that all the above-mentioned investment costs will be carried out during 2021. 

With the realization of this project direct beneficiaries are the inhabitants of the settlement Potstanica 
to whom this street is the main connection to the rest of the city. Commuting time to work and school 
will be shortened, as well as for any other need, ambulance and fire truck access. Whit the 
reconstruction of the road, damage for both private and public transport vehicle will be reduced, 
which will save on vehicle breakdowns and repair costs. It is expected that this will increase the cost 
of the plots which will benefit both the citizens thus increasing the value of their properties and the 
municipality through taxes. 


